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GEODETIC GLAMPING: Exteriors



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Good to Know

• Highly customisable 
Wide choice of membrane and interior colours, doors, windows and other accessories. Design your own Glamping Resort 
in an easy and creative way. 

• Versatile: multiple sizes  
Avaliable in five sizes: 20, 30, 40, 50, 75m2. Diversify further your offer by using cosy, romantic pods for couples and 
spacious glamping suites for whole families. 

• All-year, all-weather, all-climates  
Fully enclosed, 100% waterproof, insulated, heated and equipped with solar-powered ventilation and passive air 
circulation. Proven in the coldest and hottest climates.  

• Durable: made to last 
Higest quality materials and meticulous fabrication proces guarantee that your Fdomes pods will last for many years 
Ahead (our oldest dome has been in use since 2009 and still looks great!) 

• Quick ROI  
Return On Investment period varies depending on several factors but some of our customers reported that they have 
achieved complete ROI on their dome purchases within one busy season. 

• Planning permission friendly 
Minimum impact on the environment, colour membranes that blend with surroundings, fablicated with certified and fire 
retardant materials. All these mean a smooth planning permission process.  

• Low maintenance 
FDomes do not require any major maintenance. All steel parts are protected from corrosion. Membranes are UV resistant 
with microbicidal coating and can be power-washed. 

• Quick DIY Assembly 
Designed for easy self-assembly, all FDomes come with tools, step manuals and video tutorials. It only takes a few hours to 
build one. Assembly service and/or training is also available. 



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Interior Pictures



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Interior Pictures



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Modules Design

Bathroom 

A cleverly designed space with a shower, a 
washbasin and a toilet. Comfort has been 
addressed with a big mirror and smartly 
arranged cupboards, one of them 
additionally hiding a water flow heater 
inside.

Loft Bed Mezzanine 

A small ladder leads up to additional 
functional space. It can serve as a second 
bedroom or a leisure room. Decide on a 
skylight window and flood the space with 
natural light during the day, and enjoy a 
private planetarium at night. 



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Modules Design

Kitchen 

Sleek and modern design, equipped with a 
sink, an induction hot plates and a small 
fridge. Chic cabinets make room for 
appliances making this galley kitchen 
blend into a living space.



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Modules Design

Bedroom 

A show-stopping design, offering plenty of 
cupboard space for extra storage. A cozy 
and inviting bed facing the panoramic bay 
window makes the bedroom look and feel 
like a 5-star hotel. 



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Multiple Sizes

HYGGE INTERIOR



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Multiple Sizes

CLEVER SPACE



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Multiple Sizes

COMFY DESIGN



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Multiple Sizes

CHIC INTERIOR



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Multiple Sizes

LUXURY DOME



Wall with the door: 184 cm 
Shorter wall: 198 cm 
Height: 222 cm 
Weight: 1200kg 

• Shower cabin with bifold glass doors. Innovative wall 
mounting system using swing hinges (door) and brackets 
(fixed wall). Chrome details 

• Acrylic shower tray 

• Shower mixer with concealed installation and a hand 
shower 

• Wall-hang WC with in-wall installation system 

• Sit-on washbasin with wall mount faucet 

• Hanging cabinet with a drawer 

• Electric tankless water heater located in the hanging 
cabinet above the toilet. 

EU 400V/21kW/3x40 A US 240V/18kW/40 A 

(CAUTION self installation required ) 

• 2 x external power sockets 

• Wall-mounted mirror 

• 2 x built-in ceiling lighting with external IP grade 65/ 12V 

• Decorative LED lighting 

• Electric – powered ventilation fan 12V/2.5 A 

• Vinyl tiles on the floor 

• Interior walls finished with high-quality, waterproof wall 
system panels 

• Melamine faced chipboards finish of the exterior 

• “Plug&play” solution – media connection located in the 
bathroom corner enables quick and trouble-free 
installation of the module 

• Mix & match with other premium modules 

• CAUTION US 240V installation required

Bathroom
GEODETIC GLAMPING: Interior Modules



Width: 184 cm 
Depth: 65 cm 
Height: 222 cm 

• Kitchen fronts finished with melamine faced chipboards 

• Laminate worktop 

• Tectonite sink with a built in water tap 

• Built - in fridge in a lower cupboard A+ 

• Induction hob with touch/press control panel (two zones), 
240V/3,5kW/25A 

• Built - in LED lighting under the cabinet 12V 

• Upper cupboards 

• Lower cupboard with three drawers 
• Space for a garbage bin in a lower cupboard under the sink 

• 2 x power sockets 

• “Plug&play” solution – media connection located in the 
bathroom corner enables quick and trouble - free 
installation of the module 

• Mix & Match with other premium modules 

• CAUTION US 240V installation required

Kitchen
GEODETIC GLAMPING: Interior Modules



Width: 263 cm 
Depth: 205cm (bed’s length) including 45 cm (storage)  
Height: 222 cm 

• Wardrobe and cabinet fronts finished with melamine faced 
chipboards 

• Comfortable bed with a mattress 160 x 200 cm 

• Wardrobes on both sides of the bed 

• Hidden recess in each wardrobe with the function of a 
bedside table 

• 2 drawers on both sides of the bed 

• Built - in LED lighting under the cabinets 

• Upper cabinets 
• Power sockets on the both sides of the bed 

• Bedroom module available only with a kitchen module 

• Mix & match with other premium modules

Bedroom
GEODETIC GLAMPING: Interior Modules



MEZZANINE 
Width: 198 cm 
Length: 184 cm 
Fence height: 50 cm 

• Located on the top of the bathroom module 
• Steel ladder at the side (next to the bathroom door) 

• Grey fitted carpet (100% polypropylene: 1150g/m2) 

• Fenced with a designer steel rail 

• Mix & match with other premium modules

Loft Bed
GEODETIC GLAMPING: Interior Modules



GEODETIC GLAMPING: 8 Reasons to Invest in the Glamping Geodetic Domes

1. Invest with peace of mind and minimum risk  
FDomes Glamping are designed with self-assembly in mind. It also means that you can easily build up and dismantle the 
structures on your own and move effortlessly to another location (e.g. when you see better business prospects on another 
site). If you don’t want to assemble the domes yourself, any local crew will be able to help you using our manuals. You can 
keep the domes up all year round, and there is no need to take them down off-season, even if they are unoccupied. The 
domes are also easy maintenance – power-wash them once a few months to keep the domes clean. Thanks to an expected 
lifespan of 15 years and up to 5 years warranty on dome components, you can be 100% sure the investment is wise and 
risk-free. 

2. Expand your hospitality business to reach a new group of Guests 
Glamping attracts new types of customers, including those who like the idea of staying outdoors but don’t want to give up 
the comforts. According to a KOA report on camping trends, nearly all Millennials and Gen X’ers (93%) wanted to try this 
new type of unique accommodation in 2019. If your target group so far has been families with children, there is no need to 
change the profile of your business entirely. If your goal is to attract more couples or remote workers interested in 
workcation spots, the solution is to invest in the glamping domes. To provide the best hospitality services to your guests, 
make sure to place the domes in the secluded part of your land to avoid communication noise. 

3. Achieve higher income per night  
Well equipped glamping domes have one of the highest prices per night among all types of outdoor accommodation. 
Usually, the geodesic domes also provide higher standards than traditional camping cabins or yurts because of the high-
quality materials, eye-catching interior design and modern amenities. Sleeping in the geodesic dome is a unique 
experience, and tourists are willing to pay more to try it. 

4. Extend your season or operate all year round in any climate and any weather  
FDomes structures are 100% weatherproof and well insulated. Our glamping tents offer exceptionally low thermal 
transmittance (U-Value) of 0.25 W/m²K (walls & ceiling), resulting in minimum running costs of heating and air-
conditioning. With the high interest in the unique glamping resorts among travelers and the possibility to operate all year 
round, the return on investment (ROI) can be even faster.



GEODETIC GLAMPING: 8 Reasons to Invest in the Glamping Geodetic Domes

5. Become a glamping leader in your region 
Offer unique accommodation before your guests choose to go glamping at another resort. “People are much more willing 
to choose glamping over camping and even hotels if the option is available. It’s just not an option in a lot of destinations 
yet. Weekend getaways and experiential travel vacations that are easily accessible is a huge opportunity” – Ryan 
Hutchings, General Manager of glamping.com. Enter the industry while the glamping trend is thriving to make it even 
more profitable for you. The sooner you realize the investment potential of the glamping industry and start your own 
glamping business, the stronger your position on the market will be! 

6. Build anywhere, use unused land 
Assemble our geodetic domes in places where building traditional constructions is impossible. FDomes Glamping has 
been engineered and TÜV Certified to withstand violent winds exceeding 11 Beaufort (117 km/h). We offer a Heavy Duty 
version designed for 200 km/h wind loads (hurricane force) for sites prone to extreme sustained wind speeds or heavy 
snowfalls. FDomes products comply with existing EU & US structural safety norms & regulations. All raw materials used for 
production are certified for fire-retardancy and sourced from industry-leading European suppliers. 

7. Add the “Wow factor” to your camping site 
Because of their unconventional shape and unique, airy interiors, geodesic domes stand out among other types of tents 
and outdoor accommodation. They are also very “Instagrammable”, meaning that your guests will surely be eager to 
promote your camping site on social media showing their stay at your glamping stop. On top of that, FDomes quirky look 
generates frequent attention from international media. Many of our customers’ projects were featured in national and 
international publications incl. Lonely Planet, Forbes, Bloomberg, Wallpaper Magazine, Business Insider, The Guardian, 
UK’s Channel 4, and many more. 

8. Create an event venue using our bigger domes and diversify your business 
Glamping weddings, glamping corporate events, glamping Christmas parties, fitness training camps, yoga retreats… there 
are dozens of new opportunities for outdoor businesses to diversify their current business and attract new clients. Setting 
up one of bigger FDomes Glamping or FDomes Classic will allow you to create an on-site event area, restaurant, social 
area, common lounge space, bar, reception, and more. Talk to our experts to learn about the most suitable solution for 
your needs.



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Modules Characteristics

Mix & Match 
You can mix the modules upon your needs. Check the table to learn which modules fit in particular dome sizes and what are 
the matching options.

MODULES F20 F30 F40 F50 F75

Bathroom X V V V V

Bathroom + mezzanine X X V V V

Bathroom + kitchen X V V V V

Bathroom + kitchen + mezzanine X X V V V

Bathroom + kitchen + bedroom X X V V V

Bathroom + kitchen + bedroom + mezzanine X X V V V



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Domes & Interior Prices

PRICES

GEODETIC DOMES

- Dome size F20 5.190,00

- Dome size F30 6.640,00

- Dome size F40 7.225,00

- Dome size F50 8.895,00

- Dome size F75 10.915,00

INTERIOR MODULES

- Bathroom Module 9.190,00

- Bathroom + Loft Bed Module 10.840,00

- Bathroom + Kitchen Module 14.140,00

- Bathroom + Kitchen + Loft Bed Module 15.790,00

- Bathroom + Kitchen + Bedroom 18.090,00

- Bathroom + Kitchen + Bedroom + Loft Bed Module 19.740,00



GEODETIC GLAMPING: Furniture Set Prices

FURNITURE SETS: (pictures and details in attached files) Rose&Ginger Rose & Plum Moss Green

F75 
Living Room: Sofa + Coffee table x2 + Armchair x2 + Carpet + Side table x2 + TV 
stand + Pouf + Sideboard + Armchair x2 + Coffee table  
Dining space: Chair x6 + Table 
Bedroom space: Coconut Materace + Carpet + Sideboard + Pouf  

9.727,00 9.292,00 9.552,00

F50 
Living Room: Sofa + Coffee table x2 + Armchair x2 + Carpet + Side table x2 + TV 
stand + Pouf 
Dining space: Chair x4 + Table 
Bedroom space: Coconut Materace + Carpet + Sideboard + Pouf  

6.892,00 6.676,00 6.856,00

F40 
Living Room: Sofa + Coffee table + Carpet + Side table + TV stand + Pouf 
Dining space: Chair x4 + Table 
Bedroom space: Armchair + Coconut Materace + Pouf + Coffee table  

4.978,00 4.711,00 4.872,00

F30 
Living Room: Coffee table + Armchair x2 
Bedroom space: Coconut Materace + Pouf + Bedside table x2 + carpet  

1.965,00 1.877,00 1.877,00

F20 
Living Room: Coffee table x2 + TV stand  + Armchair x2 
Bedroom space: Coconut Materace + Bedside table x2 + carpet  

2.851,00 2.705,00 2.333,00
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